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Warm%ionised%medium%(WIM)
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OCen&called&the&“diffuse&ionised&gas”&(DIG)&or&
“Reynolds&Layer”
Pervasive&component&of&starUforming&galaxies
≈90%&of&the&H+&and&≈1/4&of&the&total&atomic&H&
mass&of&the&Milky&Way&ISM
Nearly&fully&ionised,&T&=&6000&–&10000&K
Extends&to&more&than&1&kpc&above&the&
midplane
Observaconally&discnct&from&classical&H&II&
regions
Primarily&photoionised&by&OB&stars&in&the&
plane
• turbulent)structure)makes)this)possible

Haffner&et&al&(2009&Rev&Mod&Phys)

FIG. 1.ÈHa image of NGC 891 from showing the length and orientation of the slitRKH,

RAND et al. (see 474, 130)

PLATE 4

NGC)891

Rand)et)al)(1990)
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ObservaEonal%evidence
FreeUfree&absorpcon
Pulsar&dispersion
• DM)=)∫)ne)ds)≈)7)×)1019)cmU2)⊥)to)disk

E ≈1/4)of)total)H)column)density

• Scale)height

E highElaMtude)pulsars:)1.41+0.26U0.21)kpc)(Savage&&&
Wakker&2009&ApJ;&see&Gaensler&et&al&2008&PASA&and&Schnitzeler&MNRAS&
in&press,&arXiv)

E Al)III:)0.90+0.62U0.33)kpc&(Savage&&&Wakker&2009)

E Hα)from)Perseus)arm:)1.0±0.1)kpc)(Haffner&et&al&1999&
ApJ)

• SpaceEaveraged)midplane)density)0.02–0.03)cmU3
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Lines
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Forbidden&line&emission
• Line)raMos:)WIM)is)disMnct)from)locallyE

ionised)classical)H)II)regions)(Reynolds)1985)ApJ)

E Elevated)[N)II])/)Hα)and)[S)II])/)Hα)in)WIM

EWIM)~2000)K)warmer)than)H)II)regions

Madsen,)Reynolds,)&)Haffner)(2006)ApJ)

We now proceed to compare the spectral characteristics of
these classical H ii regions with those of the much larger scale
emission features revealed by the WHAMH! survey, including
the diffuse WIM.

5. THE WARM IONIZED MEDIUM

As mentioned in xx 1 and 2, the spectral characteristics of the
WIM differ significantly from the classical H ii regions. This has
been discussed in detail in earlier studies (e.g., Haffner et al. 1999).
As an illustration of the principal difference between WIM and
H ii region spectra, we show H! , [N ii], and [S ii] observations
toward the O star H ii region Sivan 2 in Figure 2. Two radial ve-
locity components are present along this line of sight. Velocity
channel maps from the WHAM survey show that the emission
near vLSR ! 0 km s"1 is associated with diffuse foreground emis-
sion (i.e., the local WIM). This emission was well separated in
velocity from theH ii region emission, allowing a direct compari-
son of the relative intensities of the lines from the two different
sources in the same spectrum.

The velocity of each component was determined from a least-
squares fit of a sum of Gaussian profiles to the [S ii] spectrum.
The [S ii] spectrum was chosen because of its narrow, well-
resolved component profiles and its high signal-to-noise ratio.
The resulting component velocities are shown as vertical dashed
lines in the figure. The strength of each component was calcu-
lated from a two-component Gaussian fit to each spectrum in
which the velocities for each component were fixed as deter-
mined from the [S ii] spectrum.

These spectra clearly reveal that [N ii] k6584/H! , [N ii]
k5775/H! , and [S ii]/H! are significantly higher in the dif-
fuse gas compared to the H ii region, with #N ii$/H! ! 0:83 and
#S ii$/H! ! 0:38 in the WIM, compared to 0.23 and 0.12, re-
spectively, for the H ii region. The [N ii]/H! data suggest that
the temperature of the diffuse gas is T % 9000 K, compared to
%6100K for the H ii region. The high temperature derived for the
WIM relative to the H ii region, from the [N ii]k6584/H! ratio
(x 2), is confirmed by observations of the highly temperature-
sensitive [N ii] k5755 emission line. These observations show
relatively bright [N ii] k5755 emission for the fainter (in H! )
WIM component, while the [N ii] k5755 line is not even detected
in the cooler H ii region component (see also x 8).

Additional differences between the H ii regions, theWIM, and
other faint, large-scale emission features in the H! sky are dis-
cussed in the following sections. For this paper, the ‘‘WIM’’
refers to the gas that produces the faint, diffuse emission outside
the classical H ii regions, extended bubbles and superbubbles,
and high-latitude filamentary structures.

6. H i CAVITIES AND SUPERBUBBLES

One of the basic questions concerning the nature of the WIM
is how ionizing photons from O stars are able to travel hundreds
of parsecs from the stars. One possibility is the existence of enor-
mous H iYfree bubbles surrounding some of the O stars. In xx 6.1
and 6.2 we examine in detail the faint optical line emission as-
sociated with two very extended bubble-like regions that have
diameters of&40'Y60' (up to 2 kpc in extent) and are ionized by
luminous O associations. The line ratios are then compared with
ratios in the more diffuse WIM to examine whether the WIM
could be a superposition of such regions.

6.1. Orion-Eridanus Bubble

One of the largest networks of interconnected H! -emitting
structures in theWHAM sky survey appears in the constellations

of Orion and Eridanus, shown in Figure 3. The presence of
optical- and radio-emitting filaments in this general direction has
been known for many years. Reynolds & Ogden (1979) carried
out velocity-resolved emission-line observations of this region
and found that the filaments, loops, and enhanced H! emission
are all part of an expanding shell of neutral and ionized gas with
a diameter of %280 pc. They suggested that Lyman continuum

Fig. 2.—Emission-line spectra toward the H ii region Sivan 2. Two velocity
components are indicated by the dashed vertical lines, one near "31 km s"1 as-
sociated with the H ii region and the other near "3 km s"1 associated with the
fainter, diffuse WIM. The [N ii] k5755 spectrum has been multiplied by 50 to
facilitate the comparison with the H! profile. Note that the [N ii] and [S ii] emis-
sion lines are brighter relative to H! for the WIM component, suggesting that
the WIM gas is warmer. The elevated [N ii] k5755/H! ratio confirms that the
WIM gas isk3000 K warmer than the H ii region.

SURVEY OF WARM IONIZED GAS 407No. 1, 2006
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DIG. We did not correct for stellar H! absorption because
the H! emission line is typically 3 or more times brighter
than the H" emission line, while the stellar H! absorption is
the same or weaker than the H" absorption, so the correc-
tion would only amount to a few percent.

3. RESULTS

DIG was detected in the spectra of all three galaxies. The
results for diagnostic line ratios in each galaxy are discussed
below. The line ratios for doublets refer to the brightest of
the lines, #6584 for [N ii], #6716 for [S ii], and #5007 for [O
iii]. In all of the spectra the bright night-sky lines near 6300
Å prevented any measurement of [O i] #6300.

3.1. M81

The M81 spectrum had very low signal because of the
clouds. Therefore, the results presented here are tentative.
One H ii region and a region of bright DIG had enough sig-
nal to extract spectra. The locations of these regions are
shown in Figure 3. Line ratios for these regions are given in
Table 2. The H! surface brightness (measured on the H!
image, not the spectrum) ranges from about 40 to 150 pc
cm!6 in the DIG region. The [S ii]/H! and [N ii]/H! line
ratios in the DIG follow the same trend seen in other spiral
galaxies, in that they are enhanced relative to H ii regions.
The trends agree with the photoionization predictions of
Domgörgen & Mathis (1994), although the [N ii]/H! ratio
is fairly high compared to other galaxies. However, the [O
iii]/H" ratio is higher than in the neighboring H ii region,
which contradicts these models, which typically predict [O
iii]/H" ratios of 0.1–0.2 (Mathis 2000). This DIG is bright
enough that H" absorption should not have a large e!ect on
the [O iii]/H" ratio.

Spectroscopy of the DIG in M81 was previously pre-
sented by Wang et al. (1997). The slit for their spectrum was
centered on the bulge and included the DIG surrounding
the nucleus. As noted by those authors, the DIG in this
region may have a di!erent origin than DIG in the rest of
the galaxies and may be associated with the LINER nucleus
or evolved stars (Devereux, Jacoby, & Ciardullo 1995). The
line ratios thatWang et al. (1997) found in this gas are some-
what higher than those reported here for M81 and are
higher than seen in the DIG of the other galaxies in their
sample, supporting their conclusion that the gas in the bulge

region is di!erent from what is usually called DIG. Wang et
al. (1997) did not detect the [O iii] lines in M81 because of
the bright stellar disk.

3.2. M33 andHe iEmission in the DIG

Three pointings were observed in M33, two centered on
NGC 604 and the surrounding DIG (slits 1 and 2 in Table 1
and Fig. 1) and one near NGC 595 and the surrounding
DIG (slit 3). In the 1998 November 19 slit of NGC 604 (slit
2) as well as the NGC 595 slit, all of the important red lines
were covered, but the He i line was very close to the edge of
the detector. In the other (slit 1), the wavelength range was
chosen such that He i was better centered at the expense of
the [S ii] lines, which were not included in the spectrum. Line
ratios for all of the extracted apertures are given in Table 3.

Figure 4 shows various line ratios along slit 2 (NGC 604).
The extracted spectra were averaged over 100 pc. In general,
the [S ii]/H! and [N ii]/H! ratios are enhanced in the DIG
compared to the ratios within NGC 604. The H! surface
brightness is shown in the figure, and the lowest line ratios
occur at the H! peak. The [O iii]/H" ratio is also shown
with the H! surface brightness. The [S ii]/[N ii] ratio does
not vary much along the slit. The [O iii]/H" ratio is
enhanced west of the H ii regions, and on the east side it is
about equal to the H ii region value. A trend with H!

Fig. 3.—H! image of a section of M81 showing the locations of the
extracted spectra. Extraction 1 is an H ii region, and extraction 2 is DIG.
For a distance scale, the line marking aperture 2 is 780 pc in length.

TABLE 2

M81 Line Ratios

Aperturea [N ii] #6584/H! [S ii] #6716/H! [O iii] #5007/H"

H iiRegion (1) .... 0.36" 0.01 0.13" 0.01 0.74" 0.01
DIG (2) ............... 0.67" 0.08 0.53" 0.08 1.26" 0.14

a The numbers in parentheses refer to the extracted regions in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.—Line ratios along the slit through NGC 604 in M33 from 1998
November 19 (slit 2 in Fig. 1). The top panel shows the [S ii]/H! and [N ii]/
H! ratios, the middle panel shows the [S ii]/[N ii] ratio, and the bottom
panel shows the [O iii]/H" ratio. The solid lines in the panels show the emis-
sionmeasure inferred fromH!.

906 HOOPES & WALTERBOS Vol. 586

Hoopes)&)Walterbos)(2003)ApJ)

NGC)604)in)M33

Hα



Hα intensity

Haffner et al 2009 Rev Mod Phys

!b" Values for #S II$ /H! and #N II$ /H! vary greatly,
but are strongly correlated, often with a nearly con-
stant #S II$ / #N II$ ratio over large regions. For the
Galaxy, the ratio of #S II$ / #N II$ does not vary by
more than about a factor of 2, except in the vicinity
of a discrete ionizing source !e.g., an O star".

As pointed out by Haffner et al. !1999", this behavior
suggests that changes in the line ratios are due primarily
to changes in Te. Thus statement !b" above follows from
the fact that the #S II$ and #N II$ lines have nearly iden-
tical excitation energies, so that

I6716

I6583
= 4.69

!S/H"
!N/H"

!S+/S"
!N+/N"

e0.04/T4T4
!0.119, !1"

which is only a very weak function of T4!%Te /104 K".
From T4=0.5 to 1.0 with all else constant, #S II$ / #N II$
decreases only about 11%. This relationship also indi-
cates that the relatively small but real variations of
#S II$ / #N II$ that are observed in the WIM are tracing
variations of S+/N+. Combined with the very different
energies required for S+!S2+ !23.3 eV" and N+!N2+

!29.6 eV", we conclude that S+/S, and especially N+/N,
vary little in the WIM and that the smaller !factor of 2"
variations in #S II$ / #N II$ are due primarily to variations
in S+/S. This is supported by photoionization models
!see, e.g., Sembach et al., 2000", which have shown that
N+/N&0.8 over a wide range of input spectra and ion-
ization parameters.

On the other hand, the strong temperature depen-
dence of the forbidden line intensities relative to H! is
illustrated by the relationship for #N II$ /H!,

I6583

IH!
= 1.63 " 105'H+

H
(!1'N

H
('N+

N
(T4

0.426e!2.18/T4.

!2"

Because N+/N and H+/H vary little within the WIM,
variations in #N II$ /H! essentially trace variations in Te.
Similar relationships can be written for #O II$, #S II$, and
for other collisionally excited lines !see Otte et al., 2001".

Using Eqs. !1" and !2", we can construct diagnostic
diagrams as presented by Haffner et al. !1999" and Mad-
sen et al. !2006" to estimate both Te and S+/S from ob-
servations of #N II$ /H! and #S II$ /H!, as shown in Fig.
2 #adapted from Madsen !2004"$. With sufficient velocity
resolution it has even been possible to study variations
in these parameters between different radial velocity
components along the same line of sight. These results
reveal that within the WIM there are variations in tem-
peratures ranging between about 7000 and 10 000 K and
variations in S+/S between 0.3 and 0.7. For comparison,
the bright classical H II regions all cluster near the lower
left corner of the plot, #S II$ /H!&0.1 and #N II$ /H!
&0.25, where Te=6000–7000 K and S+/S&0.25.

#O II$ at #3727 has a larger excitation energy than
#N II$, making it even more sensitive to variations in Te.
Although inaccessible with WHAM, several extragalac-
tic studies !Tüllmann and Dettmar, 2000; Otte et al.,
2001, 2002" have traced this line, and new instrumenta-
tion is starting to allow studies of #O II$ from the WIM
!Mierkiewicz et al., 2006" of the Milky Way. The #O II$
observations confirm that the line ratio variations are
dominated by variations in Te.

Te

S+/S

IH!

FIG. 2. Diagnostic line ratio diagrams. A large portion of the Galaxy in the direction of the Perseus arm !!=130° to 160° and
b=!30° to +30°, approximately" has been surveyed in H!, #S II$, and #N II$ with WHAM. These panels show !left" the relationship
between the ratios vs the intensity of H! as well as !right" the relationship between the two ratios for the “local” gas component
!)vLSR)$15 km s!1". A few specific spatial regions are highlighted with grayscale fill to show the effects of local ionizing sources:
the planetary nebula !PN" S216, the H II region surrounding the B0.5+sdO system % Per, and regions near O-star H II regions.
Other data points sample the WIM. In the diagram on the right, the vertical dashed lines represent Te=5000, 6000, 7000, 8000,
9000, and 10 000 K, from left to right. The slanted solid lines represent S+/S=0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00, lowest to highest slope.
These WIM data reveal significant variations in Te and S+/S from one line of sight to the next. In contrast, classical H II regions
all cluster in the lower left corner of this diagram near #N II$ /H!&0.25, #S II$ /H!&0.1. From Madsen, 2004.
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IonizaMon)PotenMals)(eV)IonizaMon)PotenMals)(eV)IonizaMon)PotenMals)(eV)

Element 0→+ +)→)++

S 10.4 23.3

H 13.6

O 13.6 35.1

N 14.5 29.6

He 24.6 54.4
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Modelling
• Requires&harder&spectrum&with&
deficit&of&HeUionising&photons&in&WIM

• Produced&by&ionising&photons&
escaping&from&an&H&II&region
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Hoopes)&)Walterbos)(2003)ApJ)

models, but there is no systematic di!erence between DIG
and H ii regions, as would be expected if q were the cause of
the variation. The constancy of the [S ii]/[N ii] ratio with q
had previously been seen in the Milky Way halo (Ha!ner et
al. 1999) and in the extended DIG halos of other edge-on
spirals (Rand 1998, 2000). Reynolds, Ha!ner, & Tufte
(1999) and Mathis (2000) suggest that an additional heat
source for the DIG beyond photoionization is required to
explain these ratios, and Reynolds et al. (2001) found
evidence for elevated temperatures in the DIG.

Collins & Rand (2001) and Otte et al. (2001, 2002) tested
the viability of extra heating for reproducing the observed
ratios in edge-on spirals. Collins & Rand (2001) list expres-
sions for line ratios that depend on temperature, abun-
dance, and ionization fraction. By assuming that the N!/N
ratio is the same as the H!/H ratio, the [N ii]/H! ratio can
be used to determine the temperature of the emitting region
if the N abundance is known. The [S ii]/H!, [O iii]/H", and
[S ii]/[N ii] ratios can then be predicted from the tempera-

ture if an ionization fraction is assumed. The dashed lines in
Figure 10 show the predicted ratios for various ionization
fractions, using the temperature determined from [N ii]/H!
and the same abundances used in the photoionization mod-
els. The figure suggests that increased temperature in the
faint DIG regions can explain the higher line ratios. How-
ever, high ionization fractions of O!!/O are required to
explain some of the [O iii]/H" ratios, and pure photoioniza-
tion by stars generally cannot produce such high fractions.
As Collins & Rand (2001) note, the high O!!/O ratios call
into question the assumption that the N!/N ratio is the
same as the H!/H ratio. The main conclusion that we draw
from this exercise is that even with extra heating, an addi-
tional mechanism for producing high O!!/O is necessary
for DIG regions with high [O iii]/H" ratios.

Alternative ionization mechanisms that can produce
strong [O iii]/H" ratios include shock ionization (Dopita &
Sutherland 1995; Rand 1998; Collins & Rand 2001) and tur-
bulent mixing layers (Slavin et al. 1993). These possibilities

Fig. 13.—Transmitted continua of leaky H ii regions. The initial spectrum is shown as the thick line, and three attenuated spectra are shown as thin lines.
The flux plotted is #F#. The spectra are the results of leaky H ii region models with leakage of 80%, 50%, and 30% from top to bottom. The vertical scale is the
incident flux at the cloud surface, 0.3 pc from the star. The initial flux is normalized to have a total number of ionizing photons logNLyc " 49 (photons s#1;
L50 " 0:1). Each of the three panels shows a di!erent stellar temperature, labeled in the panel.

No. 2, 2003 SPECTROSCOPY OF DIG IN NEARBY GALAXIES 915
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IonisaEon%of%the%WIM

Surface&recombinacon&rate&of&the&WIM&in&the&
Milky&Way
• 4)×)106)ionising)photons)sU1)cmU2)or)≈2)×)10U4)ergs)sU1)cmU2

)(Reynolds)1990)ApJL)

E about)equal)to)kineMc)energy)input)from)supernovae

E ≈1/7)of)the)Lyman)conMnuum)flux)from)OB)stars

• How)can)ionising)photons)reach)|z|)~)1)kpc?
E mean)free)path)of)ionising)photon)in)n~1)cmU3)WNM)is)~0.1)pc
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PhotoionisaEon%modeling

“Leaky”&H&II&
regions&able&to&
ionise&WIM
• Smooth)intercloud)

medium

• LowerEthanEobserved)

mean)intercloud)density)

required
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Turbulence
Variety&of&observacons&and&
theoreccal&expectacons&
indicate&that&the&WIM&is&
turbulent&(Rickey&1990&ARA&A,&Benjamin&1999)

• Mach&~2&(Hill&et&al&2008&ApJ;&Berkhuijsen&&&Fletcher&2008&MNRAS;&
Gaensler&et&al&2011&Nature;&Burkhart&et&al&2012&ApJ)
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turbulent fluctuations in the free-electron density and magnetic field
throughout the interstellar medium15 (ISM).

A limitation of previous studies is that they usually interpreted
the data in terms of the amplitude, P, and/or the angle,
h:(1=2)tan{1(U=Q), of the complex Stokes vector P ; (Q, U).
However, neither polarization amplitude nor polarization angle is
preserved under arbitrary translations and rotations in the Q–U plane.
These can result from one or more of a smooth distribution of inter-
vening polarized emission, a uniform screen of foreground Faraday
rotation, and the effects of missing large-scale structure in an inter-
ferometric data set. In the most general case, we are thus forced to
conclude that the observed values of P and h do not have any physical
significance, and that only measurements of quantities that are both
translationally and rotationally invariant in the Q–U plane can provide
insight into the physical conditions that produce the observed polar-
ization distribution.

The simplest such quantity is the spatial gradient of P, that is, the
rate at which the polarization vector traces out a trajectory in the Q–U
plane as a function of position on the sky. The magnitude of the
gradient is unaffected by rotation and translation, and so has the
potential to reveal properties of the polarization distribution that
might otherwise be hidden by excess foreground emission or
Faraday rotation, or in data sets from which large-scale structure is
missing (as is the case for the data shown in Fig. 1). The magnitude of
the polarization gradient is

+Pj j~
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The expression in equation (1) can be calculated simply, and the
corresponding image of j=Pj (Fig. 2) reveals a complex network of
tangled filaments. In particular, all regions in which j=Pj is high con-
sist of elongated, narrow structures rather than extended patches. In
the inset of Fig. 2, we plot the direction of =P for a small subregion of
the image, demonstrating that =P changes most rapidly along direc-
tions oriented perpendicular to the filaments. We can explore the

frequency dependence of these filaments, because the 1.4-GHz
ATCA data shown in Fig. 1 consist of nine independent spectral
channels of width 8 MHz, spread over a total bandwidth of 96 MHz.
We have constructed images of j=Pj for each individual spectral
channel, and these show the same set of specific features as in the
overall image, albeit at reduced signal-to-noise ratios. The lack of
frequency dependence indicates that the high-gradient structures seen
in this data set correspond to physical features in the ISM rather than
to contour lines introduced by the particular combination of observing
frequency and angular resolution used15,17.

We first consider the possibility that these filaments of high gradient
are intrinsic to the source of emission. Abrupt spatial transitions in the
strength or geometry of the magnetic field in a synchrotron-emitting
region would generate a large gradient in (Q, U). However, processes of
that sort would also produce structure in the overall synchrotron
emissivity, such that we would observe features in the image of
Stokes I that match those seen in j=Pj. No such correspondence is
observed, demonstrating that the regions of high polarization gradient
are not intrinsic to the source of polarized emission but must be
induced by Faraday rotation in magneto-ionized gas.

Because the amount of Faraday rotation is proportional to the line
integral of neBI from the source to the observer (where ne is the density
of free electrons and BI is the uniform component of the line-of-sight
magnetic field), the filamentary structure seen in j=Pj must corre-
spond to boundaries across which ne and/or BI show a sudden increase
or decrease over a small spatial interval. Such discontinuities could be
shock fronts or ionization fronts from discrete sources, as have been
observed in polarization around the rims of supernova remnants, H II

regions and planetary nebulae11,18. We have examined this possibility
by carefully comparing our image of j=Pj with images and gradient
images of Stokes I (tracing shock waves seen in synchrotron emission;
ref. 11), 21-cm H I emission16 (tracing atomic hydrogen) and 656.3-nm
Ha emission19,20 (tracing ionized hydrogen) over the same field, but do
not find any correspondences.

We conclude that the features seen in j=Pj are a generic component
of diffuse, ionized gas in this direction in the sky. To test this hypo-
thesis, we performed a series of three-dimensional isothermal simula-
tions of magnetohydrodynamic turbulence in the ISM, each with
different parameters for the sonic Mach number, defined as
Ms:hjvj=csi, where v is the local velocity, cs is the sound speed and
the averaging (indicated by angle brackets) is done over the whole
simulation. For each simulation, we propagated a uniform source of
polarized emission through the distribution of turbulent, magnetized
gas. The resultant Faraday rotation produces a complicated distri-
bution on the sky of Stokes Q and U, from which we generated a
map of the polarization gradient using equation (1). Images of j=Pj
for representative simulations of the subsonic, transonic and super-
sonic regimes are shown in Fig. 3. Narrow, elongated filaments of high
polarization gradient are apparent in each simulation in Fig. 3,
although they differ in their morphology and degree of organization.
In particular, the supersonic case (Fig. 3c) shows localized groupings of
very high-gradient filaments, corresponding to ensembles of intersect-
ing shocks5,21,22. By contrast, the subsonic (Fig. 3a) and transonic
(Fig. 3b) cases show more-diffuse networks of filaments, representing
the cusps and discontinuities characteristic of any turbulent velocity
field6,21,23.

Visual comparison of the simulated distributions of j=Pj with real
data (Fig. 2) suggests that the subsonic and transonic cases shown in
Fig. 3a, b more closely resemble the observations than does the super-
sonic case. We can quantify this statement by calculating the third-
order moment (skew, c) and the fourth-order moment (kurtosis, b) of
the probability distribution function of j=Pj for both observations and
simulations: these quantities parameterize the degree of Gaussian
asymmetry in the probability distribution function, and hence provide
information on the amount of compression due to shocks in the
data6,24.
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Figure 2 | =P | for an 18-deg2 region of the Southern Galactic Plane Survey.
| =P | has been derived by applying equation (1) to the Q and U images from
Fig. 1; note that | =P | cannot be constructed from the scalar quantity
P ; (Q2 1 U2)1/2, but is derived from the vector field P ; (Q, U). | =P | is a
gradient in one dimension, for which the appropriate units are (beam)20.5.
Because P measures linearly polarized intensity in units of millijanskys per
beam, | =P | has units of millijanskys per (beam)1.5. The scale showing | =P | is
shown on the right of the image, and ranges from 0 to 15 mJy per (beam)1.5. The
inset shows an expanded version of the structure with highest | =P | , covering a
box of side 0.9 deg centred on Galactic longitude 329.8 deg and Galactic latitude
11.0 deg. Plotted in the inset is the direction of =P at each position, defined as
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For clarity, vectors are shown only at points where the amplitude of the gradient
is greater than 5 mJy per (beam)1.5.
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Figure 5. WHAM estimation for electron density overplotted on the figure of
the Big Power Law in the sky figure from Armstrong et al. (1995). The range
of statistical errors is marked with gray color.

in Armstrong et al. (1995) agrees well with the spectrum of the
density fluctuations measured at scales of 1017 m, if we assume
that the scale height of the free–free emitting layer is 1800 pc.
The found spectrum amplitude F0 = 3 ! 10"4m"20/3 is within
the error bar from the value 3.2 ! 10"4m"20/3 found by Cordes
et al. (1991) from pulsar scintillations. This is a remarkable
extension of the Big Power Law in the sky.

This is suggestive of the energy being injected at scales of
40÷150 pc in the Galaxy and cascading up to very small scales.
Below we discuss whether this case is a plausible one.

Does this picture of the large-scale turbulent energy cascade
look reasonable? Density information alone cannot answer
this question. Turbulence is a dynamical process in which
density can be used only as a tracer. More direct information
is available through velocity studies. Our estimation is also in
agreement with the expected value of 100 pc associated with
supernova explosions (see for instance Haverkorn et al. 2008).
Studies in Chepurnov et al. (2009) of the velocity turbulence
using the velocity coordinate spectrum (VCS) provide a good
fitting of the turbulence model when the injection scale is
taken to be 140 ± 80 pc (VCS uses Fourier-transformed over
velocity coordinate spectral data to get analytically predictable
data measure, see Lazarian & Pogosyan 2000). In addition,
MHD simulations in Cho & Lazarian (2003) indicate that
for subsonic turbulence the density spectrum follows well the
velocity spectrum, which is Kolmogorov. This is, however, not
true for supersonic MHD turbulence, for which, according to
Beresnyak et al. (2005), the density spectrum gets shallow.

We feel that the issue of the spectral slope does require
further study. With our limited dynamical range we could test
the consistency of the spectral index to the Kolmogorov one.
Discontinuous structures, e.g., ionized ridges of clouds make
the spectrum more shallow.

What is the Mach number of the free–free emitting layer in our
Galaxy? This question was addressed by Hill et al. (2008), who

compared the PDFs obtained via MHD simulations in Kowal
et al. (2007) and the PDFs of WHAM data. As a result, a
conclusion that the sonic Mach number of turbulence in the
free–free emitting layer, which is also frequently called the
Reynolds layer, is around 2. This is close to the subsonic range
and therefore we do not expect to see substantial deviations from
the Kolmogorov scaling for the random density.

All in all, the arguments above are consistent with the idea
that the large scale turbulence in the Reynolds layer and small
scale turbulence constituting the Big Power Law in Armstrong
et al. (1995) are the parts of the universal turbulence cascade.
This is also consistent with other arguments; for instance, with
the theoretical arguments on the energy injection in turbulence.
Both of the leading ideas on the injection of turbulent energy,
i.e., via supernovae explosions and via the magnetorotational
instability, inject energy at a large scale, e.g., larger than 30 pc.
This energy is bound to create a cascade in high Reynolds
number interstellar medium. Therefore the emergence of the
extended turbulent cascade is expected.

The present study shows the consistency of the data with
the Kolmogorov cascade in interstellar gas spanning over 10
decades. Further studies combining various data sets, including
those of velocity and magnetic field will clarify the nature of
the turbulence cascade in the Galaxy.

We thank the WHAM team for their great work and for
making the data publically available. The Wisconsin H-Alpha
Mapper is funded by the National Science Foundation. We
acknowledge the NSF grant AST 0808118 and the support from
the NSF funded Center for Magnetic Self-Organization. We
thank the anonymous referee for the useful comments which
improved our paper substantially.

APPENDIX

REMOVING THE SYSTEMATIC ERROR

The column density WHAM map suffers from systematic
error, related to uncertainty of zero levels in different observation
blocks. It can be corrected by introducing artificial constant
shifts for each observation block, which are set by minimization
of signal differences on block borders.

Let us denote the initial signal level difference between the
ith and jth blocks by cij , if they have a common border3

(cij = "cji), di—correction shift to be found for the ith
block, 1/wij —weight for adjusting of involvement of the border
between the ith and jth blocks (wij = wji), ! # {(i, j )|$cij },
!i # {j |$cij }. With these definitions a function to minimize is
as follows:

L =
!

!

1
w2

ij

(cij + di " dj )2. (A1)

Taking derivative over dn, we have at the minimum

!L

!dn

=
!

!n

4
w2

nj

(cnj + dn " dj ) = 0 (A2)

which gives us a set of linear equations for di:

dn

!

!n

1
w2

nj

"
!

!n

1
w2

nj

dj = "
!

!n

cnj

w2
nj

. (A3)

3 Otherwise cij is undefined.
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PhotoionisaEon%in%a%fractal%medium

Clumpy&or&fractal&gas&
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Turbulence%and%ionisaEon
Consider&hydrodynamical&
simulacons&of&a&mulcU
phase,&turbulent&ISM
• Supernovae)drive)turbulence

• HeaMng)and)cooling)from)10)K)to)>)108)K

• Joung)&)Mac)Low)(2006,)2009)ApJ)

Photoionise&snapshot&of&
simulacons
• Use)Monte)Carlo)photoionisaMon)
radiaMve)transfer)code

• O)stars)placed)near)the)midplane

• Ionising)photons)can)escape)the)

midplane)through)lowEdensity)paths)
established)by)turbulence

• Total)ionising)flux)is)the)crucial)

parameter

• Wood,)Hill,)Joung)et)al)(2010)ApJ)
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WHAM&Southern&Sky&
Survey
•WHAM)moved)to)Cerro)Tololo)in)

Chile)in)2009

•WHAM)southern)sky)survey)now)

underway

E Hα)observaMons)south)of)

δ)=)E30°)>95%)complete

E Data)reducMon)under)way

E Obtaining)[N)II])and)[S)II])for)

much)of)the)δ)<)0°)GalacMc)

plane)to)|b|)≈)±)30°
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Warm%ionised%medium%summary
Observacons
• Pulsar)dispersion

E column)density)N(H+))≈)23)pc)cmU3)=)7)×)1019)cmU2

E ≈1/4)of)the)total)hydrogen)column,)and)90%)of)H+)mass)in)Milky)Way)ISM

E scale)height)1–1.4)kpc

• Hα

E Detected)in)every)direcMon)with)WHAM

E Lower)ionisaMon)parameter)(10U3)–)10U4))than)H)II)regions

• Forbidden)line)raMos

E LowEintensity)Hα)is)disMnct)from)classical)H)II)regions

E 6000)K)≲)T)≲)10000)K

Modelling
• Turbulence)allows)O)stars)in)the)plane)to)ionise)the)WIM

• The)WIM)is)a)natural)consequence)of)feedback)from)massive)stars)in)a)starEforming)galaxy

• Sca~ered)light)from)H)II)regions)in)the)plane)may)contribute)up)to)≈20%)of)the)diffuse)Hα
(Reynolds&et&al&1973&ApJ;&Wood&&&Reynolds&1999&ApJ;&Wiy&et&al&2010&ApJ)

Outstanding&quescons&(cf&Haffner&et&al&2009&Rev&Mod&Phys)

• What)causes)the)elevated)temperature)(above)photoionisaMon)?

• How)much)ionising)radiaMon)escapes)from)the)Galaxy?

E IonisaMon)bounded)or)density)bounded?

• How)does)the)WIM)fit)into)the)turbulent,)mulMEphase)ISM?
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L38 O. Gressel et al.: SN-driven galactic dynamo

Fig. 3. Evolution of the turbulent and regular magnetic field for
model H4. For !B̄R" and !B̄!" we show the results from the direct sim-
ulation (grey lines) together with the reconstruction from E(z, t) (black
lines).

4. Discussion and conclusions

We have performed direct simulations of a supernova-driven
galactic dynamo and find the rotation frequency to be the crit-
ical parameter allowing the dynamo to operate. For our setup, it
turns out that! > 25 km s#1 kpc#1 is necessary, which coincides
with the prediction of Schultz et al. (1994). Nevertheless, this
value may still be dependent on the assumed gas density and the
gravitational potential.

While the e-folding time of the amplification mechanism
scales with the rotation period, within the range of parameters
studied, it only shows a minor dependence on the supernova rate.
With "e $ 250 Myr, the overall growth time for our model H4 is
comparable to the value obtained for the cosmic ray driven dy-
namo (Hanasz et al. 2006) and about four times larger than the
expected growth time for the magneto-rotational instability.

For similar models without shear (Gressel et al. 2008), we
found no amplification of the mean field. Further simulations
will have to show whether the di"erential rotation is indeed es-
sential for the SN-dynamo to work, or if it was only that the
critical values for dynamo action were not achieved in the rigid
rotating case given the assumed density profile and gravitational
potential. An estimation based on dynamo numbers leads to
slightly subcritical values for mean-field dynamo action in the
case of rigid rotation.

Although the e"ects of numerical resolution have to be in-
vestigated by further simulation runs, we are confident that the
main features are indeed robust with respect to the numerical
modelling. The good agreement of the direct simulations with
the 1D toy model, as well as the absence of field amplification in
the case without Coriolis forces, provide further evidence in sup-
port of the classical picture of cyclonic turbulence. That is, the
Coriolis force plays the central role in giving the expanding rem-
nants a characteristic handedness. The mean vertical velocity, to-
gether with the turbulent pumping term, add a new timescale to
the system, which is probably responsible for the fast growth.
This was already observed in mean-field models with a pre-
scribed wind in the mean velocity (Elstner et al. 1995).

The relative strength of the regular field compared to the tur-
bulent field is determined by the SN rate. The resulting slope of
#0.38 (±0.01) is similar to the observed one derived from com-
parisons of polarised over total intensity of radio synchrotron
emission with SFRs (Chyzy 2007). The strong radio-FIR

Fig. 4. Comparison of the time evolution of the regular and fluctuat-
ing magnetic field strength over kinetic energy for the various setups
(cf. Table 1). Model F4# is identical to model F4 with Coriolis forces
disabled and demonstrates that no field amplification is obtained in the
case of Cartesian shear.

correlation also supports a strong dependence of the total mag-
netic field strength with the SFR. Therefore, the saturation level
of the dynamo with respect to the SN-rate should be compared
in the future.

Since we do not observe evidence for catastrophic quench-
ing, our results suggest that the combined action of the diamag-
netic pumping and the wind might cause an outward helicity flux
while retaining the mean field. This poses a natural solution to
the quenching catastrophe and will be the subject of further in-
vestigations at higher magnetic Reynolds numbers.

Acknowledgements. We gratefully acknowledge Simon Glover and the anony-
mous referee for helpful comments on the manuscript. This project was sup-
ported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) under grant Zi-717/2-2.
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Fig. 17.—: [N II]/H↵ line ratios for simulations with no added heating (red) and extra heating

(black) ofG1 = 4.2⇥10�27ne. In these simulations, the total ionizing luminosity isQ = 10⇥1049s�1.
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Fig. 18.—: [S II]/H↵ line ratios for simulations with no added heating (red) and extra heating

(black) ofG1 = 4.2⇥10�27ne. In these simulations, the total ionizing luminosity isQ = 10⇥1049s�1.
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